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THE E SERIES,
OUR PRIDE AND JOY
Highly practical and robust, the E Series has been
designed to shine a long time. With its unique post and
solid or perforated metal backs, this model provides
added structural strength. Our E Series, renowed for its
lasting durability, can be moved without being completely
emptied. Choose the color you want, the configuration of
the shelving system, the accessories and there you go!

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
post height: 48’’- 120’’ (in increments of 6’’)
base shelf: 6’’- 30’’ deep (in increments of 2’’)
width: 24’’- 48’’ (in increments of 6’’)
base shelf height:
7 1/4’’ H. (from floor to the top of the base shelf)
rear back options: Metal (pl ain or Perforated), wire mesh & Sl at wall
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optional backs

structure - E series

finishing cap
plain metal

perforated metal

top cap
metal back

upright (post)
upper shelf
slatwall

wire mesh

bracket
base shelf
base shelf options

shoe cover
base shoe
closed kickplate

open kickplate
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assembly

assembly
Interlocking the back panels

Trace a chalk line on the floor for desired location of gondol a and l ay down the HD
posts (uprights) and the kick pl ates for each section of shelving along the chalk line.

Ensure the welded strips of the posts are face to
face to be able to slide in first the 7 1/4” h metal
back followed by the 14 1/2” h metal back on both
the front and rear of the post (upright).
see the posts vs back chart.

hd post

kickpl ate

note:
The horizontal edge of the plain
and perforated back panels
have a convex and concave
horizontal edge. Make sure
the concave edge is facing down
when you slide the panel
down the welded strip. Repeat the
same process for each
panel to ensure a tight fit.

Conve x edge facing up

Perforated or pl ain metal
back 14 1/2 ”

CONCAVE
CONVE X

Pl ain metal back 7 1/4 ” H

note:
Start with the end post, then
the center post and
finish with an end post.

chalk line

Concave edge facing down

CHART FOR POSTS VS BACKS
Number of wall and/or pl ain back required for different post heights.

important
Do not unscrew
the levelers
more than 1 1/2“.

end post

center post

A JUST the levelers to 1/2”

108”
96”
90”
84”
78”
72”
66”
60”
54”
52”
48”

7 x 14 1/2”
6 x 14 1/2” + 1 x 7 1/4”
6 x 14 1/2”
5 x 14 1/2” + 1 x 7 1/4”
5 x 14 1/2”
4 x 14 1/2” + 1 x 7 1/4”
4 x 14 1/2”
4 x 14 1/2”
3 x 14 1/2” + 1 x 7 1/4”
3 x 14 1/2” + 1 x 7 1/4”
3 x 14 1/2”

*NOTE: The plain backs (7 1/4 ” h) must be installed first at the base.
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assembly

assembly

Level the unit vertically, by adjusting the levelers in the front of the foot and on the post (upright) to ensure the structures are
leveled and plumb.

WALL ANCHORING
Install the wall anchor bracket at the top of each post. Insert the tooth of the anchor in the first slot from the back by turning
in the position and secure it with the wood screw no 8 X 1/2”.

note:
install mural
with a 1° angle
towards back.

Wall anchor
against the
wood block
Other option: The wall anchor bar is required for all wall units, to limit forward deflection.

STANDING POSITION

Install the kick pl ate on the front edge of the feet and the
shelf to stabilize the structure.

Install the pl astic cap and the top cap. Insert the shoe
covers on the base foot at both ends of the shelving unit,
pl ace the brackets and the shelves at the desired height.

top crossbar
base shelf

Fixing the block to the WALL STUDS
base shelf
shoe cover
base shoe

bracket

kickpl ate
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accessories

ITEM

finishing cap

ITEM
length

wire fence - 2 1/2” H
24”- 30”- 36”- 48”

ITEM
length

wire shelf
24”- 30”- 36”- 48”
(length)
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accessories

ITEM

“T” cap

ITEM
straight bracket
length 6” - 30”
(in increments of 2”)

ITEM
wire divider
length 6” - 24”
(in increments of 2”)

ITEM
length

wire shelf with molding
24”- 30”- 36”- 48”

ITEM
length

ITEM
inclined bracket
length 10” - 30”
(in increments of 2”)

flip scan hook
length 4”- 6”- 8”- 10”- 12”

ITEM
length

single hook
4”- 6”- 8”- 10”- 12”

ITEM
length

sl at wall hook
4”- 6”- 8”- 10”- 12”

ITEM
length

hook for tube
4”- 6”- 8”- 10”- 12”

subdivider
4”- 6”

ITEM

wire basket
(various dimensions)

ITEM
length

chrome wire basket (no ends)
10”- 12”- 14”- 16”- 18”
(depth)

ITEM
length

sof t drink shelf
24”- 30”- 36”- 48”

ITEM
length

ITEM
length

round corner shelf
24”- 30”- 36”- 48”

ITEM
length

concave shelf
24”- 30”- 36”- 48”

ITEM
length

convexe shelf
24”- 30”- 36”- 48”

shelf with separators
24”- 30”- 36”- 48”
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accessories

ITEM
width

sign holder
24”- 30”- 36”- 48”

accessories

ITEM
depth

advanced bar
1” - 4”- 6”- 8”- 10”- 12”

ITEM
width

advanced metal back
24”- 30”- 36”- 48” (various heights)

ITEM

post ex tension
various heights

ITEM
depth

inclined shelf
6”- 8”- 10”- 12”- 14”- 16”- 18”

ITEM
depth

sl at wall shelf
8”- 10”- 12”
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ITEM

single post
various heights

ITEM
length

straight crossbar
6”- 8”- 10”- 12”

ITEM
length

5 ball crossbar
6”- 8”- 10”- 12”

ITEM
length

7 ball crossbar
6”- 8”- 10”- 12”

ITEM
width

sl at wall back
24”- 30”- 36”- 48”L X various heights

ITEM
width

pl ain back (metal or masonite)
24”- 30”- 36”- 48”L X various heights

ITEM
width

perforated back (metal or masonite)
24”- 30”- 36”- 48”L X various heights

ITEM
width

wire mesh back
24”- 30”- 36”- 48”L X various heights

ITEM
depth

straight metal shelf
6”- 8”- 10”- 12”- 14”- 16”- 18”

ITEM
depth

“bullnose” metal shelf
6”- 8”- 10”- 12”- 14”- 16”- 18”
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contact us

8501, Jarry Street East,
Montreal, QC H1J 1H7
T
514 351-2000
TF 1 800 351-3125

1299, Marie-Victorin,
St-Bruno, QC J3V 6B7
T
450 653-1299
TF 1 888 224-BONI

5151, Industriel Boulevard,
Montreal, QC H1G 3H2
T
514 325-9892
TF 1 877 525-9892

made in Canada

